
External API Field Names 
 

Background 
The External API supports both generic metadata handling (/api/event/{id}/metadata & 
/api/series/{id}/metadata) and “easy and fast” access to metadata (/api/events, /api/event/{id}, /api/series, 
/api/series/{id}). 
 
The “easy and fast” access to metadata is read-only. It is “easy” in means of no need to parse data structures 
and it is “fast” in means of data coming directly from the External API search index involving no additional cost 
at all while the generic metadata handling is based on the metadata catalog configuration which involves 
loading catalogs from the asset manager as they may contain fields not included in the search index. 
The “easy and fast” access to metadata essentially is “dublincore/episode” and “dublincore/series”. 
 

Event Metadata 
 
dublincore/episode out-of-the-box metadata configuration 
 

Admin UI 
Displayable 
Name 
(en_US) 

Metadata 
Configuration 
Field ID 

Dublincore 
XML 
Element 

/api/events/{id} 
1.0.0 

/api/events 
1.0.0 

/api/events/{id} 
1.1.0 

/api/events 
1.1.0 

Title title title title title title title 
Subject subject subject subjects subjects subjects subjects 
Description description description description description description description 
Language language language n/a n/a language language 
Rights rightsHolder rightsHolder n/a n/a rightsholder rightsholder 
License license license n/a n/a license license 
Series isPartOf isPartOf n/a n/a is_part_of is_part_of 
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a series series 
Presenter(s) creator creator presenter presenter presenter presenter 
Contributor(s) contributor contributor contributor contributor contributor contributor 
Start date startDate Temporal start start start start 
Duration duration temporal duration duration duration duration 
Location location spatial location location location location 
Source source source n/a n/a source source 
UID identifier n/a identifier identifier identifier identifier 
Created n/a created created created created created 
n/a n/a extent n/a n/a n/a n/a 
   creator creator creator creator 
   processing_state processing_state processing_state processing_state 
   archive_version archive_version archive_version archive_version 
   has_previews has_previews has_previews has_previews 
   publication_status publication_status publication_status publication_status 
   n/a n/a status status 

 
Comments 

• For “subjects”, “presenter”, “contributor”, “rightsholder” and “is_part_of” it might be worth to 
consider changing the metadata configuration outputIDs (and API field names) to “subjects”, 
“presenters”, “contributors” 

• The new field names are chosen to be consistent with the current field names that don’t use camel 
case 

• The field series is introduces as a client retrieving a list of events might wish to display the name of 
the series directly. The information can be retrieved for free. 



• The field “status” was missing 
• The field “processing_state” could be a candidate for removal for the next major version 

 
 

Series Metadata 
 
dublincore/series vs. “out-of-the-box” series metadata configuration vs. API Requests 
 

Admin UI 
Displayable 
Name (en_US) 

Metadata 
Configuration 
Field ID 

Dublincore 
XML 
Element 

/api/series/{id} 
1.0.0 

/api/series 
1.0.0 

/api/series/{id} 
1.1.0 

/api/series 
1.1.0 

Title title title title title title title 
Subject subject subject subjects subjects subjects subjects 
Description description description description n/a description description 
Language language language n/a n/a language language 
Rights rightsHolder rightsHolder n/a n/a rightsholder rightsholder 
License license license n/a n/a license license 
Organizer(s) creator creator organizers organizers organizers organizers 
Contributors(s) contributor contributor contributors contributors contributors contributors 
Publishers(s) publisher publisher publishers publishers publishers publishers 
Created By createdBy n/a creator creator creator creator 
UID identifier identifier identifier identifier identifier Identifier 
n/a n/a n/a opt_out n/a opt_out n/a 
n/a n/a created created created created created 
n/a n/a n/a organization n/a organization n/a 

 
Comments 

• For “subject”, “contributor”, “creator”, “publisher” and “rightsholder”, changing the ouputIDs in the 
metadata configuration to “subjects”, “contributors”, “organiziers” and “publishers” might be an 
interesting option but will break backwards-compatibility. In that case, “creator” as currently used by 
the External API for the technical creator would be ok (if consistently used across all API requests) 

• “opt_out” is obsolete, but its removal would break backwards compatibility 
• “organization” doesn’t make any sense here as in multi-tenant setups, API requests are issued against 

tenants, but its removal would break backwards compatibility 
• It might be worth to include “created” in the metadata configuration of series as the information 

might be useful for users to see in the Admin UI 
 


